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For the youngest future readers, Elizabeth 

McPike’s tender verse will soothe every Little 

Sleepyhead (Putnam, $16.99) at the end of a busy 

day. Patrice Barton’s expressive double-page 

spreads echo the engaging text and depict a 

cast of babies and family members absorbed in 

pint-sized activities. This gorgeous blend of words 

and pictures will prompt conversation—even a 

pantomime or two—and provide a gentle close to 

the day. Ages 6 months-2. Mary Alice Garber

A simple story with a delightful ending, My Bike 

(Greenwillow, $16.99) takes young readers along 

on one man’s daily two-wheeled commute. Short, 

declarative sentences introduce Tom and walk 

children through the parts of his bike, from the 

fender to the bell. As Tom rides to work, typical 

sights like cars and trucks give 

way to monkeys, tigers, and 

acrobats. What is Tom’s 

true occupation? Find out 

in this sweet, colorful book, 

written and illustrated by 

Byron Barton. Ages 1-3. 

Amy Sands

Families (Holiday House, 

$17.95) come in all shapes and 

sizes. A new book by Shelley 

Rotner and Sheila M. Kelly 

celebrates that fact and 

is a great launching point 

for talking about diversity. 

Cheerful and colorful photos 

adorn every page depicting families with one 

parent, families with two moms or two dads, 

families with adopted children, large families 

that all live together or families with members 

who live far apart but who like to visit. This joyful 

book demonstrates that the only thing that really 

matters when it comes to families is that they 

love each other. Ages 2-5. Kerri Poore

Inspired by her favorite 

rhyme, Lola Plants a Garden 

(Charlesbridge, $15.95) with 

the help of her mother. 

After the seeds are all in the 

ground, Lola makes a string 

of bells and shells to adorn 

the garden, and even a quite contrary “Mary 

Mary” doll. When the flowers have pushed their 

way into the air and opened to the sun, Lola is 

finally able to share her creation with her friends. 

Author Anna McQuinn and illustrator Rosalind 

Beardshaw collaborate again for the latest in 

their series about enthusiastic Lola, just in time 

for the season of planting and growing. Ages 3-6. 

Allison Witten

On a balmy summer day, 

a little boy races outside 

to cool off in his swimming 

pool only to find a large 

surprise waiting for him. 

There is a giant whale 

lounging in his personal swimming hole! The 

boy tries to lure his large guest out of the pool, 

but no amount of pushing or stick throwing 

convinces the whale to budge. What is a kid to 

do? Author and illustrator Joyce Wan tackles this 

very question with her charming illustrations and 

subtle text in The Whale in My Swimming Pool 

(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $17.99). Guaranteed to 

incite giggles, this silly summer story is not to be 

missed. Ages 3-6. Kasie Griffitts
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Grasshopper, a one-insect band, wants to relax 

the whole year. Even though the ants won’t join 

him in idleness, The Grasshopper & the Ants 

(Little, Brown, $18) coexist side by side, content 

to play and work on their own. Grasshopper 

passes spring, summer, and fall in bliss, but when 

winter arrives and the ants disappear into their 

tunnels, he soon realizes the mistake he’s made. 

Luckily, Grasshopper isn’t alone in the snow for 

long. The queen invites him in for tea, and he 

regales her colony with a song. Jerry Pinkney 

reimagines another of Aesop’s fables in gorgeous 

detail, twisting the tale to be about kindness and 

friendship. Ages 3-7. Allison Witten

Every page of See You Next Year (Owlkids, 

$16.95) is filled with the sweetness of childhood 

summer vacations. Author Andrew Larsen relates 

a familiar, nostalgic story: a girl makes friends 

with her neighbor at the beach-front motel 

and together they take in a week of ocean fun: 

digging in the sand until they hit water, learning 

to dive into crashing waves, listening to evening 

concerts on the beach. It’s almost unbelievable 

that the pitch-perfect blues and golds are 

illustrator Todd Stewart’s first foray into 

children’s literature. Leaf through this book and 

you’ll see why we hope he’s here to stay. Ages 

3-7. Sharat Buddhavarapu

Afraid of flying, Harry 

boards a commercial 

aircraft with his aunt, who 

happens to be the pilot of 

the plane. Over the course 

of the hour-long flight, 

Harry learns the 21 steps 

pilots use when Airplanes 

Take Off and Land 

(CurlyQ Press, $15.95), absorbing so much that 

he ultimately forgets to be afraid. Author Patrick 

T. McBriarty walks readers through each step in 

clear prose, while illustrator Johanna H. Kim uses 

friendly animals to depict the story, making this 

complex process accessible for young children. 

The team brings aviation so vividly to life that 

older readers will also learn a thing or two. Ages 

4-7. Allison Witten

Did you hear it this year? 

Crinkle, Crackle, Crack: It’s 

Spring! (Holiday House, $16.95). 

In this delightfully illustrated 

book about the arrival of 

spring, a young child walks 

with a bear through snow 

that’s beginning to melt into mud and witnesses 

the change from one season to the next. Follow 

them as they head off into the woods, around 

the rabbit’s burrow, over the pond, and past a 

number of other animal habitats. John Shelley’s 

warm illustrations perfectly suit Marion Dane 

Bauer’s charmingly simple story of the arrival of 

spring. Ages 4-7. Kerri Poore

Every Sunday after church, 

CJ and Nana hop on the 

bus and travel all the way 

to the Last Stop on Market 

Street (Putnam, $16.99). 

As inquisitive as any child 

his age, CJ asks numerous 

questions about the city-life that surrounds them 

along the way. CJ doesn’t immediately see the 

positive aspects of some situations and questions 

Nana about why they “don’t got a car” and “how 

come [they] gotta wait for the bus in all this wet.” 

Luckily, Nana helps CJ see the bright side of their 

journey. Author Matt de la Peña and illustrator 

Christian Robinson have created a wide range 

of unforgettable characters and images. Readers 

will pause in their own daily motions to cherish 

the small things in life. Ages 4-7. Kasie Griffitts
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Elmore thrives as an only 

child. His parents adore 

him, showering him with 

affection and attention. 

Until The New Small Person 

(Candlewick, $17.99) arrives, 

ruining everything. Everyone 

seems to like this new addition; but Elmore wants 

to send it back to wherever it came from. Author 

and illustrator Lauren Child lovingly portrays 

the often thorny experience of welcoming a new 

member to a family. The book, featuring Child’s 

signature, vibrant illustrations, keenly depicts 

the growth of feeling for a new sibling and keeps 

readers anxiously wondering whether Elmore will 

come to love this new small person until the final 

pages. Ages 4-7. Kasie Griffitts

The details of a bustling 

city are secondary to 

the natural loveliness 

a young girl finds 

while walking with 

her distracted father. 

Silently, she chooses 

and picks Sidewalk Flowers (Groundwood, 

$16.95), in this wordless story conceived by 

JonArno Lawson. Selective coloring by illustrator 

Sydney Smith draws attention to the beauty of 

the situation, increasing throughout the story 

as happiness spreads. A tribute to small things, 

small people, and small gestures, Sidewalk 

Flowers is a reminder of the little joys in an ever-

moving world. Ages 4-7. Allison Witten

“By now I think you 

know what happened 

to your sandwich. But 

you may not know 

how it happened. So 

let me tell you.” This is 

how the story of a black bear who falls asleep in 

the back of a berry truck and ends up in the big 

city begins. Author and illustrator Julia Sarcone-

Roach’s clever narrative explains how The Bear 

Ate Your Sandwich (Knopf, $16.99), and her lush 

paintings bring the bear to vivid life along the way 

to getting the treat. Only in the book’s final pages, 

when the story’s narrator is revealed, do the 

actual events behind this sweet and outlandish 

tale become clear. Ages 4-8. Eowyn Randall

Join a little girl as she takes the bus by herself 

for the first time. The Bus Ride (Kids Can Press, 

$15.95) to Grandma’s house is long—through 

the woods and a dark tunnel—but the unusual 

characters and interesting events along the way 

make the time fly by. On the ride, the girl shares 

her cookies with a little wolf, wonders what’s 

in the beaver’s giant box, and scares off a foxy 

thief. The sloth sleeps the entire way, missing all 

the action—even the mischievous mole children. 

Author and illustrator Marianne Dubuc’s inviting 

story and appealing watercolor illustrations will 

have young readers returning to ride the bus 

again and again, finding something new every 

time. Ages 4-8. Heidi Powell

 

 

When little Adam opens his present and finds 

Koala with “terrible, off-kilter eyes,” that follow 

him everywhere his reaction is instantaneous: 

I Don’t Like Koala (Atheneum, $17.99). Every 

day and every night, Adam tries to get rid of 

Koala—tossing him, hiding him, abandoning him 

in the woods—but somehow every time Koala 

is back, “in his bed. On his pillow.” Author Sean 

Ferrell captures a child’s exasperations and 

fears perfectly, and illustrator Charles Santoso’s 

textured pencil lines and subdued colors bring 

Adam and Koala to frazzled life in this delightful 

screwball comedy. Ages 4-8. András Goldinger
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What would you 

do if someone 

slapped the wrong 

label on you and 

everyone—yourself 

included—expected 

you to perform a 

task you physically 

couldn’t? That’s 

what’s happened to 

the unlucky crayon 

in Red: A Crayon’s 

Story (Greenwillow, $17.99). Despite the fact 

that he’s clearly blue, he’s wrapped in a paper 

sleeve that declares him red. No matter how 

hard he tries to draw fire engines or strawberries, 

something’s just not quite right. Michael Hall’s 

latest picture book is full of the sort of visual 

cleverness readers have come to expect, with a 

sly take on the familiar lesson to “be yourself.” 

Ages 4-8. Eowyn Randall

Felipe is The Sock 

Thief (Albert 

Whitman $16.99) 

in Ana Crespo’s 

new picture 

book. On his 

way to school in 

the morning, he 

sneakily snags socks off of laundry lines, 

leaving a ripe mango in their place. When Felipe 

finally arrives at the schoolyard, socks in hand, 

the reason for his thievery is revealed—Felipe 

and his friends use the socks to make a soccer 

ball. Nana Gonzalez’s colorful illustrations bring 

the energetic fun of the soccer game to life. At 

the end of a long day, Felipe carefully returns 

each sock to its rightful owner, unaware that the 

neighborhood is happily complicit in his daily 

ritual. Ages 4-8. Courtney Burtraw

Sadie has a 

simple enough 

goal: to get this 

elephant to her 

“Great-Aunt 

Josephine—who 

lives almost 

completely 

alone and could really use the company.” But 

this Special Delivery (Roaring Brook, $17.99) 

is going to take a little more work than simply 

dropping the elephant off at a post office. Mailing 

an elephant would take more stamps than fill a 

wheelbarrow. Philip C. Stead presents another 

whimsical and heart-felt tale as Sadie goes to 

increasingly great lengths to get her great-aunt 

some company, picking up many new friends 

along the way. Matthew Cordell’s ink and 

watercolor illustrations capture both the naiveté 

and the determination of childhood. Ages 4-8. 

Eowyn Randall

A little boy decides 

he’s too old to 

have a rabbit as a 

best friend, so it’s 

Farewell Floppy 

(Chronicle, $17.99). 

He decides to take 

the plump bunny 

to the woods and 

abandon him. It’s 

not long after the 

boy’s finally rid 

himself of Floppy 

that he realizes his mistake, returns, and sees 

that the rabbit is gone! He searches frantically 

until he comes upon a tea party with a little girl, 

her dog, and a contented special guest. Writer 

and illustrator Benjamin Chaud—using dynamic 

color pencil work—concludes the emotional ride 

on a joyous note. Ages 5-7. András Goldinger

When you wake 

up to the moon—

or something 

that looks like it, 

anyway—sitting 

on your branch, 

what are you to 

do? If you’re Mr. Squirrel, you assume a thief tried 

to steal the moon, failed, and is trying to pass the 

blame on to you. Sebastian Meschenmoser’s Mr. 

Squirrel and the Moon (NorthSouth, $18.95) is the 

slapstick comedy that results when Mr. Squirrel 

and his friends, Hedgehog and Goat, try to get rid 

of the evidence. The detailed pencil illustrations 

provide an engaging counterpoint to the antics of 

the easily confused, and extremely  

imaginative, woodland  

creatures. Ages 5-8.  

Sharat Buddhavarapu
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After reading The 

Skunk (Roaring 

Book, $17.99), 

it’s clear that 

star author Mac 

Barnett and 

legendary comics 

illustrator Patrick 

McDonnell 

should’ve put their 

heads together 

to create a book 

long ago. McDonell’s pen-and-ink drawings are 

the perfect style for the comical tale of a skunk 

that just won’t stop sneakily following a poor 

man around. As the skunk shadows the man 

through the city, this story starts to feel like 

a tale of espionage hi-jinks in the tradition of 

Mad Magazine’s “Spy vs. Spy.” However, after 

he finally escapes the skunk, the man begins to 

miss him. You’ll have to read this hilarious picture 

book to find out his ridiculous solution. Ages 5-8. 

Sharat Buddhavarpu

A little girl serving as first mate on her father’s 

whale-watching boat narrates Whale Trails: 

Before and Now (Christy Ottaviano, $17.99), 

an engaging history of humankind’s evolving 

relationship with the ocean’s gentle giants. Each 

page features a modern day scene mirrored by a 

sepia-toned flashback. Kitschy boardwalk stalls 

fade to old-fashioned whaling shops, and crowds 

of eager tourists parallel hordes of harpooners 

questing for wealth and adventure. Author Lesa 

Cline-Ransome pairs well-researched text with 

G. Brian Karas’s whimsical illustrations, leaving 

readers of all ages scanning the seas in a new 

light. Ages 6-9. Amy Sands 

Ella Mae usually 

gets her cousin 

Charlotte’s hand-

me-down shoes, 

but this year 

they’re too small. 

Her family will 

have to scrape 

together the 

money for New 

Shoes (Holiday 

House, $16.95). But the much-anticipated visit to 

Johnson’s Shoes is humiliating. Although Ella Mae 

and her mother walk in first, they have to wait to 

be served. Even worse, she’s not allowed to try 

shoes on: her mother traces Ella Mae’s feet on a 

piece of paper and hands it to the salesman. The 

next day, Ella Mae and Charlotte come up with 

a clever plan to rectify the situation. Illustrated 

with Eric Velasquez’s beautiful paintings, Susan 

Lynn Meyer’s poignant story of segregation is 

set in the United States of the 1950s. Ages 6-10. 

Heidi Powell

Christopher Myers has written and illustrated 

a creative and powerful story that transcends 

boundaries of age, class, and ability. Using 

simple yet expressive text coupled with complex 

black and white illustrations, Myers takes the 

reader on a journey across the world celebrating 

the transformative power of imagination. He 

challenges the reader to draw and “Let those 

worlds inside your pen out.” Inspirational from 

cover to cover, My Pen (Disney-Hyperion, $16.99) 

encourages even the most reluctant artists or 

writers to create and share their stories. Ages 

6-11. Donna Wells
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EARLY READERS
Richard has 

worked tirelessly 

on his flat-ground 

Ollie, determined 

to impress at 

Gregory Johnson’s 

skateboard party. 

But he hasn’t 

worked tirelessly 

on learning how to 

spell “quotient,” or 

where the howler 

monkey lives, and 

his fourth-grade teacher insists he can do better. 

When Richard “forgets” to give her note to his 

parents, the truth and its consequences quickly 

catch up with him in the second installment of 

Karen English’s Carver Chronicles: Skateboard 

Party (Clarion, $14.99). As with the winning, 

well-meaning Gavin of Dog Days, young 

readers will empathize with Richard’s (usually) 

good intentions and laugh at the mischievous 

interactions among his three brothers. By 

emphasizing characters’ expressions, Laura 

Freeman’s accompanying illustrations light-

heartedly capture the trials and tribulations of 

growing up in—and raising—a big family. Ages 

6-9. Amy Dickinson

Always fresh and 

with a soupçon of 

adventure, Hilary 

McKay’s series 

about Lulu and 

her menagerie of 

rescued animals 

is a bright star 

among early 

chapter books. 

In the latest 

installment, Lulu 

brings home a 

neglected hamster just before a planned visit 

to celebrate her grandmother’s birthday. An 

escapade awaits Lulu and the Hamster in the 

Night (Albert Whitman, $13.99) in this comedy of 

secrets gone awry. Early readers will relate to 

the warm, winsome characters and believable 

antics that are hallmarks of the series. Ages 

6-9. Mary Alice Garber 

Lily, Daisy, and Violet are triplets, but they’d be 

the first ones to tell you that they’re not identical. 

Lily likes to read, Daisy is into baseball, and 

Violet is notorious for losing things—even her 

homework. When an opportunity for extra credit 

in science class comes along, Violet accepts the 

challenge and reports on the similarities and 

differences among her family members, including 

the new family dog, Trouble. Author Michelle 

Poploff and illustrator Victoria Jamieson prove 

Where Triplets Go, Trouble Follows (Holiday 

House, $16.95) in this silly, though heartwarming, 

tale about family, friends, and fun. Ages 7-9. 

Allison Witten

In her first chapter book 

in ten years, Cynthia 

Rylant returns to the 

world of Gooseberry 

Park. The residents of 

this idyllic hamlet are 

facing a months-long 

drought, and things are 

starting to look dire. 

Luckily, a brilliant crow, 

a 104-year-old hermit 

crab, and a tenacious chocolate lab are just 

a few of the creatures who call the park home, 

and together they might be able to come up with 

a solution. Gooseberry Park and the Master 

Plan (Beach Lane, $16.99) is the sort of gentle and 

witty story of which Rylant has proved herself a 

master. Dotted with Arthur Howard’s bold and 

comical illustrations, this is the perfect book for 

readers just starting to tackle chapters. Ages 7-10. 

Eowyn Randall
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Tuesday McGillycuddy is determined to find her 

mother, author Serendipity Smith. Venturing 

into her mother’s empty office, Tuesday types 

the beginning of a story, and the power of her 

words carries her and Baxterr, the dog, to the 

land where stories are created. In the ensuing 

adventure, Tuesday must use her imagination as 

a writer to save the day. Angela Banks’s story—

with perfectly placed illustrations by Stevie 

Lewis—sparkles, and is one of the more original 

novels of the season. Finding Serendipity (Holt, 

$16.99) is “luck and chance and fate all tumbled 

into one.” Ages 8-11. Mary Alice Garber

Each chapter of Laurence Yep and Joanne 

Ryder’s A Dragon’s Guide to the Care and 

Feeding of Humans (Crown, $15.99) begins with 

a maxim from Miss Drake, such as, “If you value 

your happiness and sanity, take your time and 

choose your pet wisely.” However this story puts 

the lie to her sage adivice. Her new human pet 

is named Winnie, and through comical training 

adventures, during which Winnie’s drawings in 

a magical sketchpad unleash great and terrible 

beasts on San Francisco, we learn that they’re 

both dealing with a death in the family. Yep and 

Ryder demonstrate that farce and fantasy are 

perfect vehicles for dealing with subjects close to 

our hearts. Ages 8-12 Sharat Buddhavarapu

Indomitable, self-assured, 

and often clueless, Ivy 

Pocket is a 12-year-

old orphan working as 

a maid for London’s 

wealthy. Because each 

employer mistakes Ivy’s 

eccentric remedies for 

malevolent antics, she 

is transferred quickly 

from family to family, 

each vowing, upon her departure, to employ 

Anyone But Ivy Pocket (Greenwillow, $17.99). 

Ivy’s adventure begins when a dying duchess 

entrusts Ivy with a priceless—and possibly 

cursed—diamond necklace and instructions to 

deliver it to an old friend’s granddaughter at her 

birthday ball. Caleb Krisp’s story is full of villains, 

chicanery, and entertaining escapades where 

nothing is as it seems. Ages 9-12. Heidi Powell

ELEMENTARY FICTION

Join our  

Book-a-Month Club  
and booksellers will  

select one book every  

month based on the  

preferences of the  

child or teen in  

your life.
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Where might one go to find egg dancers, 

adventurous turtles, and someone named 

Snibril, all in one place? To Terry Pratchett, 

of course, who here conjures up absurd and 

delightful stories just begging to be read aloud. 

Mark Beech’s accompanying pen-and-ink 

illustrations evoke the humor and derring-do 

of the book’s heroes and villains—or, more 

accurately, its passionate but deeply confused 

individuals just trying to get by. Collected for 

the first time in print, the short tales of Dragons 

at Crumbling Castle (Clarion, $16.99) are a 

delightful introduction for young readers to 

Pratchett’s topsy-turvy storytelling. Ages 9-12. 

Lee Huddleston

Mai is a typical 

California beach-

loving teenager, so 

she is rather resentful 

when called upon 

to accompany her 

grandmother to 

her ancestral home 

in Vietnam during 

summer vacation. This 

resentment gradually 

turns into appreciation as she is welcomed into 

her extended family and experiences the vibrant 

culture of this dynamic country. Thanhhà Lai, 

author of Listen, Slowly (HarperCollins, $16.99), 

won the National Book Award for Inside Out and 

Back Again and continues to use her vivid writing 

to craft engaging coming-of-age stories in this 

latest novel. Ages 9-12. Renee Bosco

When eleven-year-old Stella and her brother 

sneak out one evening, they discover the Ku 

Klux Klan burning a cross, the first in a series 

of increasingly tense events in their small 

segregated town in the grip of the Jim Crow 

South. Sharon Draper deftly weaves the story 

of Stella, a thoughtful student compelled to 

write but uncertain of her ability, with that of the 

town’s inequality, whose harsh realities the novel 

portrays unflinchingly. The courage of Stella’s 

family and community help her develop her voice 

and discover wells of bravery within. Beautifully 

written, threaded with song, Stella by Starlight 

(Atheneum, $16.99) paints an affecting portrait of 

both injustice and fortitude that succumbs neither 

to melodrama nor simple resolutions. Ages 9-12. 

Amy Dickinson

Ada’s mother has abused 

her all her life for no greater 

crime than having a 

twisted foot, so when Ada 

sees a chance to escape, 

she takes it, joining her 

younger brother among 

evacuees fleeing London 

during World War II. Life in 

the countryside promises 

comparative safety, a slew of new experiences, 

and perhaps even some friends, but Ada finds 

that all of these take much more practice than 

she ever imagined. Kimberly Brubaker Bradley 

presents a lost but determined heroine who fights 

for a chance at a future she didn’t imagine was 

possible in The War That Saved My Life (Dial, 

$16.99). Ages 9-12. Lee Huddleston
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Julia is having a 

difficult year. She 

has been placed in 

an orphanage with a 

cantankerous head 

nun, her brother is 

in trouble with a 

notorious mobster, 

and a persistent 

philanthropist 

keeps meddling 

in her life. And 

now Julia finds 

herself becoming increasingly attached to one 

of the orphanage’s quirky boarders. Is her goal 

of uniting her siblings and living out west just an 

impossible dream? In The Year We Sailed the 

Sun (Atheneum, $17.99), author Theresa Nelson 

weaves these separate storylines of familial 

loyalty, a unique friendship, and a surprisingly 

action-packed adventure into an engrossing 

novel of turn-of-the-century St. Louis. Ages 

9-12. Renee Bosco

As a chimney 

sweep, Grubb 

has never known 

anything but his 

miserable life and 

his cruel master 

until the day he 

hides in the trunk 

of the mysterious 

visitor whose 

hotel room he 

is cleaning, and 

stumbles out 

into Alistair Grim’s Odditorium (Disney-Hyperion 

$16.99). In the Odditorium Grubb finds magical 

objects and wonderful people, all misfits as much 

as he is, and they accept him into their unusual 

life. All too soon, before Grubb has even gotten 

his feet under him in this odd new existence, the 

Odditorium comes under attack and he’s swept 

up in a quest to save his new home and friends 

in this fantastical adventure by Gregory Funaro. 

Ages 10-12. Courtney Burtraw

Micah loves living 

with his Grandpa 

Ephraim. It’s a 

strange childhood, 

filled with stories 

of the miraculous, 

magical Circus 

Mirandus (Dial, 

$17.99). Micah 

especially loves 

Grandpa’s stories 

about the Man 

Who Bends Light. 

When his grandpa falls deathly ill and Micah’s 

mean great aunt moves in, Micah seeks out 

this magician so that he will grant the wish he 

promised Grandpa Ephraim long ago. Cassie 

Beasley’s storytelling instincts are unerring and 

her rendering of the fantastic is sublime as she 

relates the lengths—of both belief and love—that 

children will go to for the ones they love. Ages 

10-12. Sharat Buddhavarapu

Sharp, perceptive, 

and gifted in 

other ways, Ally 

successfully hides 

her inability to 

read—often by 

misbehaving. After 

seven schools in 

seven years, Ally 

forms an alliance 

and friendship with 

two other misfits; 

and, finally, a 

substitute teacher 

sees beyond 

her calculated obstinance. With the wisdom of 

Einstein’s words, the teacher reminds Ally that 

a Fish in a Tree (Nancy Paulsen, $16.99) should 

not be judged on its ability to climb. Lynda 

Mullaly Hunt’s compassionate story of triumph 

over adversity portrays the many challenges of 

middle school with memorable characters that 

will live in your heart long after the last page. 

Ages 10-12. Mary Alice Garber
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Delphine, Vonetta, and 

Fern Gaither are back! 

This time the girls 

travel down south to 

spend some quality 

time with Big Ma 

and other relations. 

The Gaither sisters 

struggle to adapt to 

the rural Alabama 

lifestyle, and as 

usual Delphine is 

tasked with keeping 

her sisters out of trouble. Alongside familiar 

family characters, readers are introduced to Ma 

Charles and Miss Trotter, squabbling half-sisters 

and matriarchs of the family. Level-headed 

Delphine thinks just about everyone has Gone 

Crazy in Alabama (Amistad, $16.99). Set in 1969, 

award-winning author Rita Williams-Garcia 

flawlessly depicts this story of family and love 

while capturing the complicated historical 

dynamics of the time. Ages 10-12. Kasie Griffitts

Many people have 

imaginary friends, 

but few are as 

perfect together 

as Amanda and 

her best friend, 

The Imaginary 

(Bloomsbury, $16.99) 

Rudger. Only she 

can see him, until 

one day a threat 

arrives in the form 

of the menacing Mr. Bunting. Mr. Bunting hunts 

imaginary friends, and Rudger must try to make 

his escape and survive alone in the world without 

Amanda, who imagined him in the first place. A.F. 

Harrold’s novel is a delightful mix of humor and 

suspense, and his work is perfectly accentuated 

by gorgeous full color illustrations by Emily 

Gravett, which bring the unusual yet lovable 

characters to life. Ages 10-13. Courtney Burtraw

Treasure’s father 

is never satisfied 

with his life. He is 

always searching for 

The Perfect Place 

(Clarion, $16.99) for 

his family. When he 

disappears to find 

a new family home 

and doesn’t come 

back, Treasure’s 

mother goes off to 

find him, leaving 

Treasure and her younger sister Tiffany to stay 

with their spirited Great-Aunt Grace in small-

time Black Lake, Virginia. Author Teresa E. Harris 

knits a powerful story of family with humor and 

love. Alongside a memorable cast of characters, 

Treasure learns that the home she’s always 

dreamed of might not be what she expected, but 

just what she needs. Ages 10-13. Kasie Griffitts

Echo (Scholastic, 

$19.99) begins with 

what could be a fairy 

tale: a boy is lost in the 

woods and rescued 

by three sisters 

imprisoned there by 

a witch’s curse. In 

exchange, he promises 

to carry their spirits 

out of the woods 

in a mouth harp 

(harmonica) which he will pass on to others. The 

reader meets these others in three distinct stories 

over the rest of this book, which is part fairy 

tale, part historical fiction. Set during WWII, each 

story centers on a musically gifted child facing 

seemingly insurmountable challenges, but the 

enchanted harmonica seems to endow its owner 

with hope and courage. Award-winning author 

Pam Muñoz Ryan (Esperanza Rising) weaves all 

the tales together for a satisfying conclusion. 

Ages 10-14. Heidi Powell
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Eli has never left Serenity, New Mexico. When 

every house has a pool and there’s no crime, 

why would you? When Eli and his friend, Randy, 

bike to the edge of town and a helicopter full 

of security descends on them, Eli starts to 

wonder if there’s something lurking underneath 

Serenity’s idyllic facade. The next day, Randy is 

gone. In his search for Randy, Eli uncovers more 

of Serenity’s secrets and learns nothing is as 

it seems—not even his own parents. It’s going 

to take Masterminds (Balzer & Bray, $16.99) to 

figure out what’s going on, but luckily Eli has 

friends on his side. Gordon Korman’s latest 

novel is a suspenseful page-turner. Ages 11-14. 

Eowyn Randall

Everybody knows 

soccer players don’t 

like knitting. Or at 

least that’s what Ben 

Fletcher has to tell 

himself when he lands 

in a knitting class 

and ends up falling 

in love with it. He’s 

aided in his quest to 

keep his enjoyment 

of the hobby hidden 

by the fact that the class is a punishment for a 

night that involved alcohol and a crossing guard. 

But when he gets himself entangled in a knitting 

competition things begin to unravel. By the end 

of T.S. Easton’s fun and witty coming-of-age 

novel, you might no longer believe that Boys 

Don’t Knit (Feiwel & Friends, $16.99). Ages 12-14. 

Sharat Buddhavarapu

Sometimes, nothing can be harder than The 

Honest Truth (Scholastic, $16.99), but then 

again, “there’s more than one kind of truth.” 

Dan Gemeinhart has crafted a touching and 

emotional novel wrapped inside one young man’s 

great adventure story. You’ll fall in love with 

Mark and his dog as they run away from home 

to climb Mt. Rainier. You’ll commiserate with his 

best friend Jessie as she struggles to decide what 

it means to be a good friend. Despite the sad 

fact that Mark has battled cancer for the last 

seven years, you’ll rejoice in his triumphs and find 

yourself cheering him on as he climbs through 

blizzards to reach his goal. Ages 12-14. Kerri Poore

Teo and Eli’s barn-storming 

mothers perform under 

the monikers Black Dove, 

White Raven (Disney-

Hyperion, $17.99). After one 

of them dies in an aviation 

accident, Eli’s mother 

moves the three remaining 

members of their found 

family to Ethiopia, the 

only African country never 

to have been colonized, 

whose open skies Teo’s mother dreamed of. 

Teo and Eli grow up there, imagining fantastic 

adventures for themselves as the next generation 

Black Dove and White Raven, but when war with 

Italy looms, their peaceful lives are turned upside 

down. Aviatrix Elizabeth Wein, Printz Award-

Winning author of Code Name Verity, has crafted 

another riveting historical novel. Ages 12-16. 

Eowyn Randall

TEEN READS
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JJ wants nothing more 

than to write and record 

songs, so when she 

lands a summer job at 

Good Music Publishing 

she knows she has 

to take it, even if it 

means promising her 

parents that she’ll give 

up songwriting if she 

doesn’t get one of her 

songs recorded before the end of the summer. 

Legendary songwriter Cynthia Weil’s debut 

novel, I’m Glad I Did (Soho Teen, $18.99), is part 

romance, part mystery, and entirely eye-opening. 

Weil takes readers behind the scenes of the music 

industry, exposing them to the social issues of the 

1960s, including race relations, women’s rights, 

and white male privilege. Ages 12-16. Heidi Powell

Inspired by real events, 

author Melanie Crowder 

tells the story of Clara 

Lemlich, the Russian 

Jewish immigrant 

who had the Audacity 

(Philomel, $17.99) to 

demand equal rights as 

a worker and a woman. 

Forbidden from reading 

and attending school, 

Clara disobeys her family’s wishes and educates 

herself while working tirelessly in deplorable 

conditions. Misunderstood and dismissed, she 

fights back and becomes an avid spokesperson 

and advocate for workers’ rights. Told in verse, 

this compelling novel is an important window into 

history, including comprehensive back matter, 

providing context for those who want to know 

more. Ages 13-16. Kasie Griffitts

This novel in vignettes 

follows Grisha, 

growing up backstage 

at a Moscow puppet 

theater, as he deals 

with the departure of 

his friend and mentor, 

Sam. Like Grisha, 

Sam is gay, and he is 

leaving Russia after 

years of homophobic 

mistreatment. Author 

Daria Wilke and translator Marian Schwartz 

sketch Grisha’s world with bold images and 

memorable characters, from the talented puppet-

maker Lyova and Grisha’s rebellious friend 

Sashok to the bullies at school. Playing a Part 

(Scholastic, $18.99) relates one boy’s experience 

with intolerance and gender expectations as 

he finds his place in the vibrant but changeable 

home he has known all his life. Ages 13-18. Lee 

Huddleston

It’s been a few years 

since readers first fell 

for Tiny Cooper, best 

friend and not-so-

secondary character 

in John Green and 

David Levithan’s joint 

project Will Grayson 

Will Grayson, and it’s 

long past time he 

took the spotlight. 

In Levithan’s companion to the earlier novel, 

Hold Me Closer (Dutton, $17.99), we finally get 

Tiny Cooper’s life story, as told by Tiny Cooper. 

In screenplay format and complete with musical 

numbers such as the unforgettable “OH! What 

a Big Gay Baby,” Tiny’s memoir/Broadway-

ready production is delightfully irreverent, yet 

touchingly sincere. Ages 14-17. Courtney Burtraw

Join 16-year-old 

Mim Malone as she 

travels 947 miles from 

Mississippi to Ohio 

back to her real mother 

and her real home. 

David Arnold’s debut 

novel Mosquitoland 

(Viking, $17.99) is fast 

paced and captivating. 

Arnold weaves 

friendship, betrayal, 

self-discovery, empowerment and love into Mim’s 

story, introducing various characters along her 

journey. Deftly capturing the emotional highs 

and lows, the instability and unpredictability 

that characterizes not only mental illness but 

life in general, Arnold skillfully brings closure 

to multiple storylines while leaving enough 

unanswered questions to allow for discussion 

among readers with differing perspectives. Ages 

14-17. Donna Wells 
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Violet is grief-stricken 

over the death of her 

sister, and doesn’t think 

there’s anything in 

Indiana worth staying 

for. Finch spends 

time imagining ways 

to kill himself, and 

sometimes blacks 

out for days. They 

meet on the ledge of 

their high school’s 

bell tower. They’re both up there for the same 

reason, but when they find company in this 

unlikely spot it’s unclear who talks who down. 

Alternating between Violet and Finch’s points of 

view, Jennifer Niven’s debut novel follows them 

as they work on a class project to visit Indiana’s 

“natural wonders” and discover All the Bright 

Places (Knopf, $17.99) that can be found where 

you least expect them. Ages 14-18. Eowyn Randall

When Matt’s mom dies his 

senior year of high school, 

he feels completely 

disconnected from his old 

routine. The last thing he 

wants is to spend more 

time at the neighborhood 

funeral parlour, but when 

a job there presents 

itself, Matt finds himself 

unexpectedly at home. 

Author Jason Reynolds crafts Matt’s candid 

narration with finesse and subtle humor. The 

Boy in the Black Suit (Atheneum, $17.99) is a 

frank tale of loved ones lost and found as Matt 

and his family, friends, and neighbors decide for 

themselves how to handle the fact that, even 

after a death, life won’t quit tugging at your 

sleeve. Ages 14-18. Lee Huddleston

What would it be like 

to live under the rule of 

a military dictatorship 

that takes executive, 

legislative, and judicial 

powers for itself? 

Debut author Sabaa 

Tahir’s conjuration of 

a fantasy world that 

echoes the Roman 

Empire attempts 

to answer just that. Tahir splits her narrative 

between two points of view: that of Laia, a 

member of the oppressed Scholar class; and 

Elias, recently graduated into the totalitarian 

military force, and spins their opposing stories 

into a compelling depiction of the authoritarian 

society. Questions of fate, identity, and loyalty 

are explored in An Ember in the Ashes (Razorbill, 

$19.95). Ages 14-18. Sharat Buddhavarapu

In the deluge of books 

about teen depression 

and suicide, Gayle 

Forman’s latest novel 

stands out. The novel 

follows Cody as she 

tries to unravel the 

events that led to her 

best friend’s suicide. 

As she gets sucked 

into the Seattle 

scene that Meg was a part of, Cody has trouble 

keeping her emotions separate, and she grieves 

the friend she lost while feeling anger towards 

the circumstances and people that contributed 

to the problem. I Was Here (Viking $18.99) is 

an impactful novel, and the emotion of the 

characters is genuine as they struggle to find 

closure in the face of a tragedy that defies simple 

explanations. Ages 14-18. Courtney Burtraw

Seventeen-year-old 

Nadia has a loving 

family, a devoted 

best friend and a 

promising future. 

But when her father 

takes a sabbatical 

and moves the family 

to Florence, she feels 

herself slipping away. 

Compelled to collect—

and often steal—materials to create intricate 

nests, losing her ability to speak, and pursuing 

a boy named Benedetto who she’s not sure is 

real, Nadia is frightened by her sudden strange 

behaviors, and hides them from her family. One 

Thing Stolen (Chronicle, $17.99) depicts both the 

fear and unexpected beauty that accompany 

a young woman’s struggle with a rare brain 

disease. Beth Kephart deftly weaves a story of 

love, faith, and hope even as Nadia’s world slowly 

unravels. Ages 14-18. Heidi Powell
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Carson is stuck in 

Montana helping his 

mom take care of his 

dying father, who never 

really bothered to be 

a part of Carson’s life. 

When he meets Aisha, 

whose father has kicked 

her out because she’s 

gay, his summer starts 

to look up. They have 

an instant repartee; 

inventing a deity, The Porcupine of Truth (Arthur 

A. Levine, $17.99), is just one of their inside jokes. 

Together, they undertake an investigative road 

trip when Carson discovers a clue that may lead 

to finding his grandfather who disappeared 

over thirty years ago. It’s a journey that will 

reveal more than they ever expected, and Bill 

Konigsburg captures it in Carson’s acerbic voice, 

crafting a hilarious and touching coming-of-age 

story. Ages 14-18. Eowyn Randall

Malcolm X has 

been considered a 

controversial and slightly 

remote individual; his 

ultimate intentions 

were admirable, but 

his methods have been 

called antagonistic and 

even dangerous. X: 

A Novel (Candlewick, 

$16.99), makes this 

elusive historical icon relatable. Written by 

Ilyasah Shabazz, Malcolm X’s daughter, with 

the help of Kekla Magoon, it tells the story of 

Malcolm Little and his troubled teenage years 

in Boston and New York. Bad influences and 

decisions landed Malcolm in prison for theft, 

where conversion to the Nation of Islam and a 

positive mentor channeled his energy into the 

civil rights movement. Ages 14-18. Renee Bosco

Finn saw Roza being 

taken by a strange man, 

whisked into an SUV in 

the middle of a cornfield 

full of cornstalks that 

Finn can hear growing 

and whispering. He told 

his brother, Sean, he told 

the sheriff and everyone 

else in town, but no one 

believes him, because Bone Gap (Balzer & Bray, 

$17.99) is a town where people “slip through, or 

slip away.” Roza’s beauty has brought her nothing 

but unwanted male attention and trouble. She 

finally believes she has found peace with brothers 

Finn and Sean, but the strange man who’s been 

haunting her eventually arrives. Author Laura 

Ruby tells an atmospheric tale that defies 

definition, alternating points of view between the 

intertwined residents of Bone Gap. Readers will 

be enthralled. Ages 15-18. Kasie Griffitts 

Simon is having 

a bad day. After 

leaving his e-mail 

up on a school 

computer, he finds 

himself blackmailed 

by a classmate 

who discovered his 

messages to Blue, 

an anonymous boy 

at school who just 

might be Simon’s 

first real romantic relationship—if only life, not 

to mention extortion, doesn’t get in the way. So 

begins Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda 

(Balzer & Bray, $17.99), a brilliant debut from 

Becky Albertalli. Ranging from wildly funny to 

deeply poignant and back again within the same 

paragraph, Simon’s story grabs hold with its 

marvelous opening line and doesn’t let go even 

after the final page. Ages 15-18. Lee Huddleston

We offer classes for kids and teens!  

Check out our current list at

www.politics-prose.com/children-teens/classes
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Travel Over the 

Hills and Far Away 

(Candlewick, $21.99) 

and discover the 

fascinating ways 

nursery rhymes 

have crisscrossed 

the globe. In this 

spirited collection 

of poetry and art, Elizabeth Hammill (critic and 

founder of Seven Stories, Britain’s Centre for 

Children’s Books) brings focus to the richness 

and diversity of intercultural rhymes, maintaining 

regional spellings and usage. Hammill carefully 

pairs each rhyme with one of the 77 featured 

artists whose particular style corresponds to 

the verse’s temperament or cultural relevance. 

This peerless treasury of verses and visual 

interpretations is a must for everyone’s library. 

Ages 1-8. Mary Alice Garber

Twenty-eight poems 

by beloved children’s 

author and editor, 

Charlotte Zolotow, 

are collected in 

Changes: A Child’s 

First Poetry Collection 

(Sourcebooks, 

$16.99) on the 100th 

anniversary of her birth. These bright, sweet 

poems follow the seasons, accompanied by 

Thipanie Beeke’s colorful illustrations. While 

each poem appears quite simple in its message, 

many contain depths to be explored, such as the 

opening poem, ‘Change,’ which highlights the 

passage of time and what it implies for all of us. 

Ages 4-8. Kerri Poore

Growing up in the 

segregated south 

in the 1930’s, Benny 

Andrews learned 

to Draw What You 

See (Clarion, $16.99). 

Drawing workers 

in the fields and at 

his local Sunday 

church service, 

Andrews became 

determined to finish his education. Kathleen 

Benson’s new picture book biography, illustrated 

with paintings by Andrews himself, captures 

his incredible story. In both his art and his life, 

Andrews fought for what he believed in, and his 

work helped to make room for more overlooked 

artists of color. This gorgeous picture book is an 

excellent introduction to his life, and an example 

to all the young artists who might follow his 

example. Ages 4-8. Courtney Burtraw

Drum Dream Girl 

(Houghton Mifflin 

Harcourt, $16.99) can’t 

stop dreaming about 

drums. “Only boys 

should play drums,” says 

her father, and forbids 

her from playing. Still, 

she daydreams about 

beating the bongo and finds rhythm in everyday 

life. Tapping on chairs and stepping in time to 

imaginary beats, she floats through her days. 

Award-winning author Margarita Engle tells a 

beautiful story of empowerment and ambition, 

based on the life of Millo Castro Zaldarriage, 

Cuba’s famous female drummer. Coupled with 

striking illustrations by Rafael Lopez, this book 

will have readers wanting to dance, drum, and 

follow their own dreams. Ages 4-8. Kasie Griffitts

 “People might 

say little Mahalia 

Jackson (Amistad, 

$17.99) was born 

with nothing, but 

she had something 

all right. A voice 

that was bigger 

than she was.” Over 

the rest of Nina Nolan’s gorgeous picture-book 

biography, readers learn exactly what Mahalia 

made of that voice. From singing in her church 

choir as a child in New Orleans, all the way to 

performing at the March on Washington, Mahalia 

spread hope with her gospel music wherever her 

journey took her. Illustrated with John Holyfield’s 

warm, vibrant oil paintings, this is a wonderful 

introduction to this important musical figure. 

Ages 5-8. Eowyn Randall
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The big bold colors and 

the silhouette-like figures 

of Robbin Gourley’s 

Talkin’ Guitar (Clarion, 

$16.99) illustrate the 

simple but powerful 

effect that Arthel “Doc” 

Watson’s music had on 

people. Gourley shows 

how the sounds of 

animals, the work on the farm, and the musical 

souls who filled Doc’s Appalachian upbringing 

were the foundations of his sound. In a two-

page ink-black spread interrupted only by white, 

chalk-like words, Gourley reveals that for all the 

vivacious color in Doc’s life, it was perhaps his 

blindness that fitted him to the task of expressing 

the beauty of his world through music. Ages 5-8. 

Sharat Buddhavarapu

Pablo Picasso wasn’t 

a painter. He was a 

friend, poet, lover, 

sculptor, pet owner, 

and father. He 

was at least 100 

Pablo Picassos 

(Duo Press, $14.99), 

and artist Violet 

Lemay helps young 

readers keep track of his many manifestations in 

her delightful biography. The book’s illustrations 

appear in the varied styles of Picasso, blending 

the personal story with examples of his work to 

create a highly engaging portrait of a ground-

breaking visionary who, like a child, loved to 

play in color, medium, and form. The book 

even manages to communicate the shock and 

revolution of Picasso’s first cubist painting in 

language and images accessible to younger 

readers, a story at once complex, simple, and 

wholly charming. Ages 5-10. Amy Dickinson

JooHee Yoon has 

created a magical 

poetry collection, 

making color-filled 

and witty woodblock 

prints for a fine 

selection of Beastly 

Verse (Enchanted 

Lion, $18.95). The 

menagerie includes 

an eel, crocodile, snail, yak, hyena, and pelicans. 

It’s a beautifully made book: large format, cloth 

spine, printed on thick paper. Yoon’s prints use 

only teal, pink, and yellow, but wittily combine 

them to form many layers of secondary colors. 

Some of the poems have a surprise foldouts, such 

as Blake’s “The Tiger,” Lawrence’s “Humming-

Bird,” and, in Laura Richards’s “Eletelephony,” 

an entangled elephant. Each delightful page of 

Beastly Verse is wonderful to savor, to turn, and 

to read aloud. Ages 6-10. András Goldinger

You’ve got to have 

either a big head 

or an amazing 

talent to claim 

that you invented 

an entire musical 

genre. As author 

Jonah Winter 

makes clear, Jelly 

Roll Morton had both. In How Jelly Roll Morton 

Invented Jazz (Roaring Brook, $17.99) Winter 

builds up a story in swinging verse. Illustrator 

Keith Mallett follows along with a score of hot 

reds and cool blues that render the colors and 

moods of jazz with precision. In this picture book, 

author and illustrator give children a fun look into 

the history of one of America’s most important 

musical forms. Ages 6-10. Sharat Buddhavarapu

Irish poet Brendan 

Kennelly wrote, 

“poetry is one of the 

most vital treasures 

that humanity 

possesses; it is a 

bridge between 

separated souls.” 

In The Death of 

the Hat: A Brief History of Poetry in 50 Objects 

(Candlewick, $17.99), Paul B. Janeczko excavates 

these treasures, curating a chronological 

selection of poems spanning from the Middle 

Ages to contemporary times. Some verses 

are rooted in their historical context, praising 

palaces, princely swords, and English railway 

trains. Others transcend the ages, celebrating 

ageless themes of natural beauty and human 

emotion. All make for great read-alouds, and are 

paired with vibrant and imaginative illustrations 

by Chris Raschka. Ages 7-12. Amy Sands
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GRAPHIC NOVELS
We Dig Worms 

(Toon, $12.95), is 

a fun and clever 

introduction to all 

sorts of worms—even the gummy kind—but earth 

worms in particular. Drawn on recycled grocery 

bags, author and illustrator (and entomologist!) 

Kevin McCloskey’s exploration of these creatures 

reveals their importance to the soil, how many 

of them can fit in one small park, how they 

reproduce, and much more. Whether you think 

worms are gross, cool, or somewhere in between, 

you’re sure to find something edifying in this 

slight tome. Ages 4-7. Eowyn Randall

Every detective story can 

use some levity. Celebrated 

Indian author, Anushka 

Ravishankar provides plenty 

with the introduction of 

affable detective Captain 

Coconut, who is both Holmes 

and Clouseau. Captain 

Coconut and the Case of the Missing Bananas 

(Tara, $16.95) is a mystery of numbers with a 

sprinkling of non-sequiturs, songs reminiscent of 

Bollywood and a generous dose of irreverence. 

Illustrator Priya Sundram’s brightly colored 

collage art accents the droll investigation and 

completes the exceptional design of this unique 

graphic novel. Ages 7-10. Mary Alice Garber

Victoria Jamieson, aka Winnie 

the Pow, is a real-life Roller 

Girl (Dial, $12.99), and she 

channels her love of the game 

into her first middle-grade 

graphic novel. Twelve-year-

old Astrid and her best friend 

Nicole spend most of their 

time together. When Astrid’s 

mom introduces them to roller derby, Astrid’s 

sure they’ve found their new passion. But while 

Astrid commits herself to the sport, Nicole moves 

on to other interests. The comic realistically 

reflects pre-teen life and friendship, and 

Jamieson’s bright art jumps off the page, vividly 

capturing both Astrid’s every-day routine and 

the thrilling action on the roller rink. Ages 10-14. 

Kerri Poore

Liz Prince’s graphic memoir 

Tomboy (Zest, $15.99) is 

a validation for any girl 

who’s ever struggled with 

traditional gender roles. 

Though she has always felt 

secure in her female identity, 

Liz simply doesn’t like “girlie” 

things. The graphics are 

simple and sparse, but perfectly complement the 

complexity and confusion of growing up as a girl 

in America, and of trying to figure out what that 

gender entails. The book is funny and heart-felt, 

and it’s impossible not to root for the hard-to-

define heroine as she makes her way through a 

culture obsessed with categorizing people. Ages 

13-18. Courtney Burtraw

Shakespeare’s tragedy 

Macbeth (Candlewick, $12.99 

paperback, $21.99 hardcover) 

is brought to life by author and 

illustrator Gareth Hinds. Hinds 

uses the Bard’s original text 

and renders the gruesome 

story of the Scottish king in extraordinarily 

vivid detail. From the appropriately dark color 

palate to the elaborate character design, Hinds—

well-versed in graphically interpreting classics, 

such as Beowulf and The Odyssey—opens doors 

into the play, providing readers a chance to 

experience this work like never before. Ages 13 

and up. Allison Witten

Through Andrea de la 

Barre de Nanteuil’s loopy, 

whimsical text and Lovisa 

Burfitt’s appropriately 

minimal illustrations, we 

get to know The Story of 

Mademoiselle Oiseau 

(Little Gestalten, $24.95), 

the mysterious woman 

who lives on the sixth floor of an apartment on 

Rue du Temps Perdu, and the girl, Isabella, who 

lives a floor beneath her. With the persona of 

an inscrutable movie star, Mademoiselle Oiseau 

teaches shy, invisible Isabella to believe in 

herself. An important lesson set beautifully in a 

graphic novel. Ages 14-18. Sharat Buddhavarapu
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On the eve of 

Juneteenth, when 

young Mazie 

grows tired of 

always being told 

no, her father 

gently embraces 

the moment to 

talk with her 

about history, 

family, and 

the holiday’s 

importance. He explains the significance of 

June 19, 1865, the date soldiers finally arrived in 

Galveston, TX, to announce the end of the Civil 

War and slavery. Floyd Cooper’s rich oil paintings 

and thoughtful, simple language convey an arc of 

history that moves from the declaration through 

150 years of civil rights struggle, culminating in 

the inauguration of Barack Obama. Juneteenth 

for Mazie (Capstone, $15.95) is a nuanced and 

informative introduction, appropriate for very 

young readers and a potential entry point 

for deeper historical discussions with older 

elementary readers. Ages 4-9. Amy Dickinson

Though Emmanuel 

was born with 

only one leg, his 

mother always 

encouraged 

him to fend 

for himself. He 

went to school, 

earned money 

for the family, 

even learned 

to ride a bike. 

He was determined to show everyone 

“that being disabled does not mean being 

unable.” Emmanuel’s Dream (Schwartz & 

Wade, $17.99) to ride his bicycle around Ghana, 

calling attention and giving hope to people with 

disabilities, was realized in 2001. He continues 

to work on behalf of people with disabilities 

in his beloved country. Author Laurie Ann 

Thompson penned this inspiring tribute, which is 

accompanied by the textured, folksy illustrations 

of Sean Qualls. Ages 5-8. Renee Bosco

This picture book biography of Renaissance 

man Gordon Parks (Albert Whitman, $16.99)—

most famous for being the first black director 

in Hollywood—explores his early artistic 

career. Parks spent time in DC working for the 

government, and instead of turning his camera 

to looming marble monuments, documented the 

lives of other African-Americans living in the city. 

By bringing their struggle to the pages of LIFE 

magazine, Parks was influential in changing the 

tide of race relations in America. Carole Boston 

Weatherford crafts an accessible narrative out 

of Parks’s inspiring life, accompanied by Jamey 

Christoph’s warm illustrations that reinterpret 

some of Parks’s most famous photographs, this is 

a worthy tribute to his legacy. Ages 5-8.  

Eowyn Randall
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The true story of the bear 

who inspired Winnie-the-

Pooh begins when an army 

veterinarian purchases 

a pet bear, Winnipeg, for 

twenty dollars. Winnipeg, 

shortened to Winnie 

(Holt, $17.99), is gentle 

and loving and adored by the soldiers who take 

care of her. But when the Great War calls the 

troops elsewhere, Winnie’s human companion 

must leave her behind in order to keep her safe. 

Author Sally M. Walker and illustrator Jonathan 

D. Voss depict Winnie’s arrival at the London Zoo 

and how a small boy named Christopher Robin 

befriended the curious bear, accompanied by his 

father, A.A. Milne. Ages 5-8. Allison Witten

Richard Loving, a white 

man, and Mildred Jeter, a 

black woman, married in 

Washington, D.C. where their 

union was legal, but they 

returned home to Virginia 

to live in the country. There, 

they were arrested under charges of “unlawful 

cohabitation” and Richard and Mildred began 

their fight, getting the court involved. After a 

long journey, The Case for Loving (Arthur A. 

Levine Books, $18.99) was won in 1967 and the 

two were able to live happily (and legally) ever 

after. Husband and wife duo Sean Qualls and 

Selina Alko tell the story of those who have come 

before them in a story of the fight for interracial 

marriage. Ages 5-9 Allison Witten

When Booker T. Washington 

set out to build what became 

the Tuskegee Institute, he did 

so With Books and Bricks 

(Albert Whitman, $16.99), 

simple, yet powerful, tools. 

Suzanne Slade’s eloquent 

text conveys Washington’s lifelong passion for 

education, which began when he glimpsed a 

sentence written on a chalkboard as a boy and 

was entranced by the magic of letters. Nicole 

Tadgell’s pencil and watercolor illustrations come 

alive with the red of the clay and the fire of the 

kilns. Washington’s dedication to his goals is 

stunning. That Slade and Tadgell have managed 

to capture that journey on the page is a marvel. 

Ages 5-9. Sharat Buddhavarapu

28 Days: Moments in 

Black History That 

Changed the World 

(Roaring Brook, $18.99) 

collects important 

figures and events from 

the past three hundred 

years. From the shooting 

of Crispus Attucks, which began the Boston 

Massacre, to the inauguration of Barack Obama, 

and every moment in between, each page bears 

a paragraph to explain the event and place it in 

context. Whether to be used in conjunction with 

the 28 days of Black History Month, or as an 

independent moving and important tribute to 

the power of the individual to affect the world, 

Charles R. Smith’s poems and Shane W. Evans’s 

collages stand as an inspiring work of art. Ages 

6-10. Eowyn Randall

According to author 

Hester Bass and 

illustrator E.B. Lewis, 

the sleepy town of 

Huntsville, Alabama, held 

the Seeds of Freedom 

(Candlewick, $16.99) 

that flowered in the Civil 

Rights movement. Pitting their desire for equality 

against the militant hatred of Governor Wallace, 

the black residents of Huntsville peacefully 

moved the town toward integration. The courage 

of college students at lunch counter sit-ins, the 

voices of the men and women protesting on 

the steps of the courthouse, and the ingenuity 

of an Easter shopping boycott are all rendered 

in Bass’s declarative text and Lewis’s luscious 

watercolors. Ages 7-10. Sharat Buddhavarapu

Ibn Sina wanted to 

know everything about 

literature, philosophy and 

the sciences. His special 

interest was medicine, 

and he was one of the 

first practitioners to 

administer anesthesia 

before surgery. In The Amazing Discoveries of 

Ibn Sina (Groundwood, $17.95), author Fatima 

Sharafeddine uses first-person narration 

to portray Ibn Sina’s insatiable love  

of learning and views  

on human 
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development. Intelaq Mohammed Ali’s rich 

illustrations are reminiscent of vibrant fabrics or 

mosaics and help bring a complicated individual’s 

impressive story to life. Ages 7-11. Renee Bosco

Native Kenyan Wangari 

Maathai wanted more 

than to dutifully and 

quietly marry and spend 

her life caring for her 

family, so she attended 

school and then 

studied further in the United States, where she 

was encouraged to return to Kenya to fight for 

women’s rights, democracy and the environment. 

Her mother always preached that “a tree is much 

more than its wood,” and returning Kenya to its 

forested beauty became Wangari’s passion. In 

Wangari Maathai: The Woman Who Planted 

Millions of Trees (Charlesbridge, $17.95), author 

Franck Prevot and illustrator Aurelia Fronty 

collaborate to create a beautiful portrait of this 

stunning woman. Ages 7-12. Renee Bosco

How, exactly, might one 

sell a national monument 

in broad daylight—and 

get away with it? Tricky 

Vic (Viking, $17.99) 

presents the fascinating 

true story of con artist 

Robert Miller, alias Victor 

Lustig, who, among other fascinating exploits, 

not only sold the Eiffel Tower but also swindled Al 

Capone himself. Author/illustrator Greg Pizzoli’s 

vivid illustrations mix rubber stamps, bold 

prints, and archival material in a slyly humorous 

counterpoint to the (mostly) nonfiction text. 

To satisfy history buffs and caper fans alike, 

extensive back matter explains where the story 

veers minutely from the recorded facts. Ages 8-11. 

Lee Huddleston

William Kamkwamba lives 

in a small village in Malawi 

without running water 

or electricity. After his 

family’s crops are ruined, 

William and his family are 

left with nothing to eat or 

sell. William uses books 

from the library to teach 

himself the science behind building a windmill 

and builds his “electric wind” with scraps from 

the village junkyard. Despite many setbacks and 

little support from the other villagers, William 

becomes The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind 

(Dial, $16.99), providing the electricity necessary 

to power his house and a water pump to hydrate 

the entire village’s crops. William Kamkwamba’s 

memoir is an inspiring story about creating your 

own light, even in the darkest of times. Ages 10-

14. Lydia Mendelson

As an activist, poet, 

revolutionary, and 

philosopher whose 

actions helped to spark 

the beginning of Cuba’s 

war for independence at 

the end of the 1800’s, it 

is clear that Jose Marti: 

Cuba’s Greatest Hero 

(Pineapple Press $12.95) earned the honorific. 

Marti’s revolutionary life and martyr’s death 

have made him an iconic figure, but John Dunn’s 

biography is careful to avoid mythologizing him. 

Dunn takes readers from Marti’s birth through 

his activist years in Florida and his life as an 

organizer for Cuban freedom in four different 

countries. Dunn provides historical context and 

plenty of rich back matter for the curious, making 

this biography also a great introduction to recent 

Cuban history. Ages 11-15. Courtney Burtraw

Published to coincide 

with the anniversary of 

the historic Selma March, 

Lynda Blackmon Lowery’s 

memoir as told to Elspeth 

Leacock and Susan Buckley 

recounts her experience as 

the youngest of the Selma 

marchers, and the events 

that led up to her Turning 15 on the Road to 

Freedom (Dial, $19.99). The stark, conversational 

tone powerfully brings her experience to life, 

along with the horrors and triumphs of the civil 

rights movement at that time. Illustrations by 

PJ Loughran provide a striking counterpoint 

to the prose, highlighting and accenting her 

story. Lowery’s unique experience illustrates the 

different yet intersecting stories of all of those 

that she marched with, which are clearly relevant 

today. Ages 12-16. Courtney Burtraw
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From the gray skies that are the first signs of 

rain to the moment when the sun dries the last 

drops, vivid photo-illustrations paired with 

poetic, often playful, descriptions demonstrate 

how Raindrops Roll ( Beach Lane, $17.99), cling, 

magnify, and reflect. Award-winning author, 

April Sayre invites young readers and budding 

scientists to wonder and investigate the nature of 

rain. Well-researched backmatter and sources for 

further reading complete this impressive “splash 

of science.” Ages 3-8. Mary Alice Garber

What do the 

slides, flagpoles, 

and wheels in 

your life have 

in common? As 

David A. Adler 

explains, they’re 

all Simple 

Machines 

(Holiday House, 

$17.95). Adler 

relates these 

scientific concepts to objects and actions 

children see and do every day before expanding 

into more complex applications. The wedge 

is introduced via the use of teeth in chewing 

before Adler moves on to show the principle’s 

use in axes. Anna Raff’s illustrations, which 

emphasize the shape and movement of the 

different machines, tie Adler’s explanations into a 

wonderful package for the future tinkerer in your 

life. Ages 4-7. Sharat Buddhavarapu

As winter melts 

away and plants 

begin to grow, 

a young child 

describes what 

happens Up in 

the Garden and 

Down in the 

Dirt (Chronicle, 

$16.99). Child and 

grandmother 

carefully tend 

the garden, 

preparing the 

seeds and nurturing the plants, as under the 

ground worms and insects do their work. Like 

Kate Messner’s earlier book, Over and Under 

the Snow, this picture book is crammed with 

facts as well as the fiction narrative. Readers 

learn, guided by Christopher Silas Neal’s clear 

and beautiful illustrations, about the different 

aspects of tending and growing a garden, all 

the way through to fall, when the garden must 

be readied for winter and put to rest. Ages 4-8. 

Courtney Burtraw
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Author Elin Kelsey and artist Soyeon Kim 

have teamed up to create Wild Ideas (Owlkids, 

$18.95), a delightful picture book as well as a 

creative instruction book for dealing with life’s 

many challenges. The diorama style artwork 

lets the reader imagine they’re in the story. 

Cutouts of children riding whales and leaping 

with orangutans as they turn challenges into 

opportunities help the reader discover solutions 

to everyday problems in the natural world. 

Whimsical and impactful, Wild Ideas is a calming 

yet empowering picture book for readers young 

and old. Ages 4-9. Donna Wells

The best nests combine a variety of elements 

to create the perfect resting place. In A Nest is 

Noisy (Chronicle, $16.99), author Dianna Hutts 

Aston and illustrator Sylvia Long weave together 

scientific trivia, poetic interludes, and fabulously 

intricate watercolor paintings to offer an ideal 

burrowing ground for young scientific minds. 

From flamingos to fishes, learn how nature’s 

greatest homemakers build and maintain their 

animal abodes. Ages 5-9. Amy Sands

Flowing poetry and wonderfully detailed 

illustrations blend beautifully in this unique 

collection focusing on the water cycle. Moving 

through the seasons, Miranda Paul’s verses 

convey that Water is Water (Roaring Brook, 

$17.99), even as it evaporates into steam, cloud, 

or fog. Jason Chin’s art captures falling rain and 

puddles that freeze into ice. With the coming 

of spring, water helps produce the miracle of 

growth. This often unnoticed process is given 

character in the collaboration between these two 

artists. Ages 6-10. Allison Witten

In the Australian desert, life can appear to be 

an impossibility. It certainly seemed that way 

to many early explorers, such as Charles Sturt. 

However, there is life beneath the ground, as 

Narelle Oliver shows in this delightful new 

nonfiction picture book. Follow the early, 

fruitless explorations of Sturt, and then 

see what he was missing: the multitude of 

Sand Swimmers (Candlewick $16.99) that 

make up the ecosystem of this seemingly 

lifeless place. Oliver’s illustrations capture 

the barrenness of the landscape, and it’s 

easy to imagine how explorers could have 

missed the creatures living beneath its 

surface. Ages 7-10. Courtney Burtraw
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The story of an often 

overlooked athlete, 

Lizzie Murphy, known 

as the Queen of the 

Diamond (Margaret 

Ferguson, $17.99), is 

related in this colorful 

volume. As a child 

Lizzie was relegated 

to the ignominious position of “girl batboy” on 

her brother’s all-boy team. Finally, because of his 

unfailing support, the team gave her a “try.” The 

rest is history. Author and illustrator Emily Arnold 

McCully has crafted Murphy’s inspiring story into 

a book that anyone, sports fan or not, can enjoy. 

Supplemental information and a photograph 

of Lizzie in uniform at the close help bring this 

illustrious character to life. Ages 5-8. Renee Bosco

“You throw like a 

girl” has notoriously 

been considered 

derogatory. Pitcher 

Mo’ne Davis has turned 

this perceived insult into 

the ultimate compliment. 

Davis played basketball, 

baseball, and soccer 

for her neighborhood 

team in inner-city 

Philadelphia, where her coach taught his players 

to value education and respect their teammates 

and opponents. With author Hilary Beard, Davis 

chronicles her story—which culminates in the 

first shutout by a girl in the Little League World 

Series—in Mo’ne Davis: Remember My Name 

(HarperCollins, $16.99). Davis has handled the 

resulting attention with humility, and is a role 

model for all, regardless of gender or athletic 

prowess. Ages 8-12. Renee Bosco

Making it to the Big 

Leagues is a dream 

for any baseball 

player. Sharing this 

thrill with one’s 

brother is nearly too 

good to be true. In the 

Dominican Republic, 

Growing Up Pedro (Candlewick, $16.99) meant 

living in the shadow of Pedro Martinez’s bigger, 

stronger brother, Ramon, who was drafted by the 

Dodgers. With sheer determination and tenacity, 

Pedro followed his brother into the major leagues 

and eventually became a star pitcher for the 

Boston Red Sox. Author and illustrator Matt 

Tavares adds to his hits in baseball literature 

with this picture book about a recent legendary 

southpaw, just elected to the hall of fame. Ages 

8-12. Renee Bosco

During the 2014 World 

Cup, Tim Howard became 

an overnight soccer 

sensation, breaking the 

record for saves in a World 

Cup game, and gaining 

name recognition as a 

top goalkeeper. What is 

less common knowledge 

is Howard’s journey to 

get to those World Cup games. His memoir, The 

Keeper (Harper $16.99), tells that story, from 

his childhood in New Jersey, where he was a 

hyperactive young kid with Tourette’s syndrome, 

to the world soccer stage. For fans of Howard’s 

play, and readers who enjoy unconventional 

success stories, Howard’s memoir is an 

entertaining and inspiring read, as well as a peek 

behind the scenes of top-level World Cup play. 

Ages 9-13. Courtney Burtraw
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